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Stochastic terrorists demonize and dehumanize groups of 
people through propaganda to incite “lone wolf” violence 
against those groups.  Their demonization and 
dehumanization is explicit, but their solicitation of murder is 
implicit and sufficiently ambiguous that most listeners will not 
perceive their call.  But a few will perceive, fewer still will act.  
The resulting murder, legally attributable to the killer but not 
the hate group, is random and unpredictable by time, place, 
or manner. 



Greg Olear, Death Groomers, PREVAIL, Nov. 29, 2022, 
https://gregolear.substack.com/p/death-groomers.

Violent rhetoric is pumped into the discourse by cynical politicians, 
conservative influencers, retrograde church leaders, and far-right 
provocateurs. The ugly, mendacious narratives saturate the airwaves, the 
social networks, the fringe channels. Over and over and over, the hate speech 
is repeated. And someone, somewhere, snaps. Enough is enough, he decides. 
(It’s almost always a “he.”) He picks up his gun—there are always plenty of 
guns lying around—and takes action.

Orwellian Dystopia

https://gregolear.substack.com/p/death-groomers


Stochastic

Adj.:  randomly determined; having a random 
probability distribution or pattern that may be analyzed 
statistically but may not be predicted precisely.

Random but inevitable, like an earthquake in California



Thesis
Nevertheless, we should be explicit about what hate groups seek and the murders they incite before
discussing their claim to tax exemption under IRC 501(c)(3). It diminishes the analysis not to be explicit. I
do not allow for any other possibility than that hate groups seek the death of those they hate. Stochastic
terrorists are genocidal; they would neither settle for subjugation or forced expatriation, nor concede
reparations even if those were acceptable alternatives.

I disprove the argument that because their speech is protected, stochastic terrorists are entitled, as an
exercise of their free speech, to tax exemption under IRC 501(c)(3). The opposite is true. Government is
required to deny tax exemption to stochastic terrorists.



Dylann Roof





Dylann Roof’s Manifesto
CLEAN VERSION

https://web.archive.org/web/20150623162250/http:/lastrhodesian.com/data/documents/rtf88.txt
http://media.thestate.com/static/roofmanifesto.pdf


Stochastic Terrorism
The event that truly awakened me was the Trayvon Martin case. I kept hearing and seeing his 
name, and eventually I decided to look him up. I read the Wikipedia article and right away I was 
unable to understand what the big deal was. It was obvious that Zimmerman was in the right. But 
more importantly this prompted me to type in the words “black on White crime” into Google, and I 
have never been the same since that day. The first website I came to was the Council of 
Conservative Citizens. There were pages upon pages of these brutal black on White murders. I 
was in disbelief. At this moment I realized that something was very wrong. How could the news be 
blowing up the Trayvon Martin case while hundreds of these black on White murders got ignored? 



The Inevitable Result
I have no choice. I am not in the position to, alone, go into the 
ghetto and fight. I chose Charleston because it is most historic city 
in my state, and at one time had the highest ratio of blacks to 
Whites in the country. We have no skinheads, no real KKK, no one 
doing anything but talking on the internet. Well someone has to 
have the bravery to take it to the real world, and I guess that has 
to be me.





The WCC and the CCC are 
descendants of the Klan



Unconstitutional 
Conditions
But the IRS can’t deny tax exemptions on the 
grounds that a group “hold[s] views that 
millions of Americans may find abhorrent” —
or “espouse[s] values that are incompatible 
with most Americans” — whether those views 
are socialist, Islamist, pro-abortion, anti-
abortion, pro-illegal-immigrant, anti-
immigrant, pro-gay-rights, anti-gay-rights, 
white nationalist, black nationalist or anti-
nationalist. It can’t deny exemptions to 
groups that engage in “hate speech” against 
blacks, gays, evangelical Christians or Donald 
Trump supporters, while allowing 
exemptions to groups that praise blacks, gays, 
evangelical Christians or Donald Trump 
supporters.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/volokh-conspiracy/wp/2016/12/29/no-the-irs-may-not-deny-tax-exemptions-on-the-grounds-that-a-group-is-a-supposed-hate-group/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/volokh-conspiracy/wp/2016/12/29/no-the-irs-may-not-deny-tax-exemptions-on-the-grounds-that-a-group-is-a-supposed-hate-group/


Everybody Pays for Charities



TAX EXEMPTION

Corpora t ions ,  and  any  communi ty  ches t ,  
fund , or foundation , organ ized  and  
opera ted  exclusive ly for re ligious, 
charitab le , scien tific, te sting for public 
sa fe ty, lite ra ry, or educa t iona l purposes.



charitable
Such  te rm inc ludes :  Re l ie f  o f  the  poor  and  d i s t ressed  or  o f  the  underpr iv i l eged ;  
advancem ent of re ligion ; advancem ent of educa tion  or science ; e rection  or m ain tenance  
of public bu ild ings, m onum ents, or works; le ssen ing of the  burdens of Governm ent; and  
prom otion  of socia l we lfa re  by organ iza tions designed  to  accom plish  any of the  
above purposes, or (i) to  le ssen ne ighborhood  tensions; (ii) t o e lim ina t e  pre judice  a nd 
discrim ina t ion; (ii) t o defend hum a n a nd civil r ight s secured by la w; or (iv) to  com bat 
com m unity de te riora tion  and  juven ile  de linquency.

Bob  Jones  Univers i ty  vs .  Uni ted  S ta tes  es tab l i shed  tha t  char i t ab le  t rus t  l aw,  da t ing  back  
to  old  England  in form s the  de fin ition  of charity.



educational
The term"educational", as used in section 501(c)(3), relates to—

(a) The instruction or training of the individual for the purpose of improving or developing his 
capabilities; or

(b) The instruction of the public on subjects useful to the individual and beneficial to the community.

An organization may be educational even though it  advocates a particular position or viewpoint so 
long as it  presents a  sufficiently full and fair exposition of the pertinent facts as to permit an 
individual or the public to form an independent opinion or conclusion. On the other hand, an 
organization is not educational if its principal function is the mere presentation of unsupported 
opinion.

B i g  M a m a  R a g  v .  U n i t e d  S t a t e s



indoctrination
Hiding facts, disparaging student opinions, or rejecting any 
ideas that contradict the teacher's beliefs are examples of 
indoctrination. Indoctrination is a means of forcing, 
brainwashing, or imposing desired ideologies without open 
discussion.

Epistemology requires Justified True Beliefs



The Fairness Doctrine
in tax exemption jurisprudence

1.501(c)(3)-1(d). Education means a teaching activity in which epistemological methods are objectively employed to achieve intellectual goals.

1) Epistemological methods include the unbiased use of:

(a) lectures or presentations, scholarly papers, news reports, fiction, or non-fiction literature, and the like,
(b) observation, demonstration, immersive experience, and the like,
(c) research, expository writing, debate, experimentation, collaboration, and the like,
(d) logical reasoning, critical thinking, argumentative construction or deconstruction, and the like, and
(e) problem solving, case analysis

Whether an organization is educational will depend on an overall consideration of all the teaching methods.  An organization must objectively employ at least 
one epistemological method but need not employ any higher number of methods.  Nor is an organization required to use an equal number of methods 
supporting different propositions.  An organization must, to a reasonable extent of its resources, utilize an objective, unbiased pedagogy designed to foster the 
discovery of justified belief rather than the confirmation of pre-determined propositions or unjustified beliefs.

Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. FCC



Connecticut HR 32

Big Mama Rag v. United States

https://lawprofessors.typepad.com/nonprofit/


FREE SPEECH INCANTATONS
62

1. Government Speech

2. Subsidized government speech, private or government   

3. Forum Analysis – subject matter but never viewpoint 
discrimination

4. Unconstitutional Conditions



Christian Legal Society Chapter of the University 
of California v. Martinez

“In this case, petitioner excludes students who will not sign its 
Statement of Faith or who engage in “unrepentant homosexual 
conduct,” The expressive association argument it presses, however, is 
hardly limited to these facts. Other groups may exclude or mistrea t  
Jews, blacks, and women—or those who do not share their contempt 
for Jews, blacks, and women. A free society must tolera te such groups. 
It  need not subsidize them, give them its officia l imprimatur, or grant 
them equal access to law school facilit ies.”
561 U.S. at 703. (Stevens J. concurring).
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